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Abstract — The principle of matching high-speed optical
communication systems at the data link layer using
permutation decoding of redundant codes is considered. The
expediency of such an approach is proved when applying the
cognitive data processing procedure. Indicates the parameters
of such systems. Considering the widespread use in data
exchange systems and in automatic control systems, in
computing systems and similar computing devices of nonbinary noise-resistant Reed-Solomon (RS) codes, a subtle
analysis of the complexity of decoding such codes using the
permutation method is carried out. The estimation is made
according to the number of code vectors of elementary
arithmetic operations performed in the decoding procedure.
Two approaches are compared: firstly, the classical principle
of decoding RS codes, secondly, the permutation decoding
method using a cognitive map. It is shown that the results
obtained for rearrange decoding can be generalized for other
code structures, including those implemented on the basis of
binary codes. Various approaches to the formation of soft
solutions for non-binary symbols of RS codes are presented,
and a likelihood ratio method is proposed, which is based on
comparing the obtained sequence of estimates of a non-binary
code symbol with some predetermined reference set of
estimates. The expediency of using the analyzed method in a
number of important applied areas is proved.
Keywords — Coherent network; non-binary redundant code;
cognitive map; fast matrix transformations, soft decoding.

I. INTRODUCTION
In modern data exchange systems, robust coding is a
powerful means of increasing their spectral and energy
efficiency [1]. There are several main areas of information
protection from errors. These include systems with serial or
parallel turbo coding, systems with multi-threshold
decoding and low-density codes [2–6]. Despite the
relatively high noise immunity of fiber optic
communication lines, they require data protection systems
based on sequential turbo codes. This approach of proactive
error correction (FEC - from the English Forward Error
Correction) is used in coherent networks at the present
stage of their development. It is believed that at the output
of the optical communication channel, the probability of a
3
5
bit-level error is provided 10 ...10 . The use of the
system of verification coding as an internal code provides

an increase of this indicator when using the Viterbi
algorithm by at least three orders of magnitude. An external
decoder based on the RS code completes the confidence
increase procedure by another three or four orders of
magnitude, which is quite acceptable for the needs of not
only the digital economy, but also for many application
areas and technological processes that require high
reliability and speed of data processing. However, in the
described data processing scheme, a conflict situation is
brewing. The essence of it can be described as follows. On
the one hand, in optical communication lines, there is a
constant increase in data transfer rates due to an increase in
the spectral efficiency of such channels. In coherent
networks, speeds equal to and lower than 100 Gbit / s are
already considered to be fully developed and the issue of
speeds of around 400 Gbit / s is becoming increasingly
apparent. On the other hand, the data coding and decoding
technique as a material basis continues to use computing
devices on programmable logic integrated circuits
(FPGAs), which for objective reasons are not high-speed.
It is precisely on this contradiction that the problem of
matching high-speed optical communication lines and
insufficiently high-speed processors of receiving devices
and computing elements arises.
II. A. ASSESSMENT OF THE COMPLEXITY OF THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TRADITIONAL DECODING
SCHEME
In [7, 8], an assessment was made of the complexity of
the implementation of a RS code decoder when using the
classical approach to recovering the code vectors of such a
code based on solving a system of linear equations. This
method involves the implementation of a three-step
decoding procedure, when using half of the equations of
their allowable number in the system of equations is spent
on identifying error locators, and the other half of the
equations are used to correct errors identified in the first
step. The admissible number of linear equations is
determined by the Hamming metric [6, 9]. It should be
noted that the identification of error locators is carried out
using the trial and error method (Berlekampa-Messi
algorithm (ABM)), which allows us to find the generator
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polynomial of error locators. The irregularity of the ABM
method requires ambiguous time intervals for its
implementation [10].
Let (n, k, d) be a linear block code V with a generator
matrix G and a check matrix H, where n is the length of the
code combination, k is the number of information bits, d is
the Hamming metric. If the dimension of the vector space
V is equal to k with q possible values for each k, then the
space V contains all qk vectors v  V, and the fundamental
basis for decoding such codes is the ratio of the form v
 H T  0 . If v = ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) , and the element of the
matrix H is denoted by hij, then for each row of the matrix
the condition

 x j hij  0 . When transmitting the code

j
word v through the channel with errors, the received word

ve  v, because ve = ( x1  e1 , x2  e2 ,..., xn  en ) ,
where ei  0 the element of the field GF (q) represents
the influence of the interfering factor. In the latter case

 x j hij  0 , and the result obtained Sj is a syndrome.

j
Knowing the value of Sj, you can always specify the
numbers j, on which e j  0 . In matrix form, this condition

is represented as:
T

S n  k  hij
 ei n
n, n  k

(1)

and the error polynomial has the form:
n 1
e( X ) 
en x n
(2)
n0
As shown in [11], the implementation of calculations
using the specified scheme in the signal-code processor will
require



OSA  O  O  (n  k )  (n  k )k 
 (n  k )(2k  1)

(3)

operations of addition and multiplication. To search for
the error locator polynomial, as a rule, use the
autoregressive model of the form:

 ( x)  (1  1 x)(1   2 x)...(1    x) 
 1   1 x   2 x 2  ...    x 

where the roots for

1/  2 , …, 1/  .

 (x)

are values

(4)

1 / 1 ,

The organization of the computational process in
accordance with (4) is complicated by matrix
transformations in the GF (q) field in accordance with the
classic of solving linear equations [11]. It should be
emphasized that in this case the most time-consuming steps
are considered to be transformations for searching for the
inverse matrix adopted for processing a system of linear
equations. The complexity of any algorithm with matrix
3
transformations is estimated at the level O2  (t ) . The

complexity of the implementation of ABM by a rough
2
estimate [9] requires order OАBM  (t ) , insofar as:
1

OАBM1  2t (3t  1)  2t (6t  2) 
 4,5(n  k ) 2  3(n  k )

(5)

The hardware costs for implementing the Chen and
Forni procedures are
OCh& F  (n  k  1)2  (n  k )2
(6)
The presented algorithms are focused on error
correction. Obviously, if the condition   t is not met,
there may be failures in decoding vе. In soft decoders,
erasing helps to shorten the search cycle of the generating
polynomial, but the decoder always lays the possibility of
correcting erasures and at least one error. The condition for
the implementation of such an algorithm is of the form
d  2t  s  1 , where s is the number of erased positions
in n . To reduce the complexity of the implementation of
the decoder in [11] it is proposed to use soft data processing
methods.
III. B. SOFT DECODING EFFICIENCY
In the soft decoder, each i-th bit of the received code
vector is represented as a hard decision, accompanied by a
soft decision of the symbol (MPC) in the form of some real
value  i . Denoting hard decisions through a «minus» for
an information zero and a «plus» for a unit, a tuple of data
...  i  i 1  i  2  i 3  i  4 ... is obtained at
the output of the receiver, which is subsequently processed
in the decoder, based on the decoding principle as a whole
[5].
In the course of channel processing of data protected by
a redundant code in real time, soft methods of their
processing are used, which are quite well developed for
binary codes. However, the processing of non-binary
symbols and the calculation of reliable values of MPC for
them remain relevant tasks. A feature of many decoding
methods is the need to transform the generating matrix G
of the main redundant code into a permuted matrix of the
equivalent G code. This is most clearly manifested in terms
of permutation decoding (PD). From a mathematical point
of view, this transformation is performed in accordance
with the structure of the permutation matrix P. The matrix
P is formed on the basis of sorting the MPC in descending
order of their absolute values. A convenient form for the
representation of MDCs is their integer expression, which
is slightly less (only 0.2 dB) in terms of the code energy
gain (EEC) but less than the actual EEC estimates, but
contributes to the speed of the computation process. The
analytical expression for calculating integer MDCs using
binary modulation types is:

 max


z
 M z


i ( z )  
where

max

(7)

is the maximum MPC value adopted for

this system;
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M z   Eb – the mathematical expectation of the
values of the received signals, where Eb is the signal
energy per bit;
 - erase interval (usually 0    1);
z – the value of the received signal, taking into account
the influence of interfering factors [5]. It is convenient to
evaluate the reliability of a nonbinary symbol in the
GF (2n ) field by the aggregate i , where i  1, n , in the
form of a likelihood coefficient
n
n

K пр   i

n

 max   i

i 1
i 1
i 1
at the same time 0  Kпр  1 .

nmax

(8)

The frequency F of the appearance of different
estimates for the parameter K пр when using different
degrees of expansion of the binary field n is presented in
Figures 1 and 2. Expression (8) is convenient to use in
systems with binary modulation types, which is unlikely in
the conditions of using optical communication channels, in
which the struggle to increase spectral efficiency is based
on complex QPSK and KAM-m modulation types. In such
channels, it is practically impossible to organize an erase
communication channel, otherwise it is almost impossible
to obtain the value of  . In this case, the MPC parameter

i (z ) is formed on the basis of concentric circles [10] or
on the basis of the principle of equality of rectangular zones
for the purpose of i [1, 10]. In this case, expression (8)
turns out to be fair with some correction coefficient equal
to 2, for systems with QPSK and a coefficient equal to m
for systems with KAM-m. The specified expression takes
the form:
n
K m пр  m i nmax
i 1
Where n  n 2 is for m  2 for a system with
QPSK and a m value for signals with m -modulated
KAM. The frequencies of the likelihood coefficient for
different signal-to-noise drops for binary modulation types
are presented in Figures 1 and 2.



Fig. 1. Frequency of Likelihood Ratio high signal-to-noise ratio

Fig. 2. Frequency of Likelihood Ratio low signal-to-noise ratio

Analysis of the simulation results of a channel with an
independent error stream for various signal-to-noise ratios
in Eb N 0 format showed that the F frequency of the

K пр parameter values for different estimates depends
largely on the Eb N 0 index and is not monotonous,
which causes difficulties in determining the best estimates.
This leads to the expediency of applying the cognitive
procedure for determining the likelihood coefficient using
the histogram parameters known to the decoder, which are
characteristic of different values of the signal-to-noise ratio
[12–14].
Most often, coherent communication systems use
complex multi-level modulation formats (DP-QPSK, DPmQAM), which are considered to be quite demanding on
the amount of noise in an optical line. For this reason, the
reception followed by the detection of the optical signal in
the transponder contains several blocks that gradually
restore the signal code states. Basic coherent receiver
contains both optical and electrical parts. To restore the
phase states of a signal, a digital processing unit is used,
inside which the phase of carrier oscillation is restored,
adaptive adjustment, compensation of chromatic and mode
polarization dispersion are performed.
IV. C. THE USE OF COGNITIVE METAPHORS IN THE DATA
DECODING SYSTEM

Particularly stringent requirements for the reliability
and reliability of the data being processed are imposed on
real-time control systems, which additionally require an
increased readiness to perform control tasks. The PD
method [12, 13] largely meets these requirements. A
remarkable feature of the method is the possibility of
preliminary calculation of all possible permutations of the
symbols of code vectors and the organization of some
similarity of the code book, in which specific permutations
are associated with the corresponding equivalent codes.
This opens up the possibility of organizing a cognitive
procedure for teaching a decoder to identify such links and
fill in the code book as these or other permutations appear.
Actually, a book or a cognitive map contains samples of
generating matrices of equivalent codes, which depend on
the
ranking
order
of
the
tuple
...  i  i 1  i  2  i 3  i  4 ...
for
the
implementation of PD. Consider the RS code with
parameters (7,3,5) and number the columns of the generator
matrix of this code from 1 to 7 and call them numerators.
As a result of the ranking, two matrices must be formed.
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The permutation matrix P , from which a transposed
T
permutation matrix P is formed to perform the inverse
actions. The formation of the matrix P must take exactly
n operations. As a result, the vector of numerators of
characters of the rearranged combination of the source code,
which contains two parts of numerators, should be obtained.
In the left part of the vector (at the positions of k
information bits) are the numerators of the most reliable
characters from the tuple 1, 2 ,..., n , the remaining

6 2 6 2 2
 3  3 1 1 4
5 4 4 5 5
1

3

6

5 4 4 5 5
 6 2 6 2 2
 3  3 1 1 4
1

7



4


2
3
3

5


2
1
7

3
5


6
3
1

6
4


6
1
6

7

2
4
5

It is easy to see that the decoder extracts the reference

(n  k ) positions are the least reliable characters that are matrix in the canonical form from the cognitive map and
more likely to contain erroneous solutions. Therefore, transforms it into the required form in n steps. To
direct and inverse permutations require exactly 2 n implement the full decoding cycle, you need to multiply the
arithmetic operations, and taking into account the
comparison operation of the vector obtained from the
channel and the rearranged vector, we obtain 3n
operations.
During subsequent data processing, the combination of
reliable characters of a non-binary code combination, for
example, of the form (2 4 5), can be repeated with a high
probability. To save the decoder's computational resource
in the future, it is advisable to keep in its memory the
calculated expression of the generating matrix of the
equivalent code and use it for possible permutations of the
elements (2 4 5).
The system of reliable symbols makes it possible to
lexicographically order the search for the desired matrix in
the memory of the decoder. A matrix with a strictly
increasing sequence of column numbers is called canonical,
and the matrix itself is a reference one. This is convenient
from the point of view of quickly finding the desired
reference matrix in the list of such matrices [14–17]. Each
reference sample is stored in a table, as shown in Figure 3,
and there is no need to store a systematic part of the matrix
[18, 19].
6
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6
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Fig. 3. The structure of the reference matrix in canonical form on a
sequence of reliable characters

Following the principles of cognitive data processing,
the decoder, having received, for example, a tuple of K пр
values in the form (5 2 4) for the first k reliable symbols
of the adopted combination and the remaining (n  k )
less reliable symbols in the form (3 7 1 6), forms the matrix
Gпер , based on structures of the reference matrix, as
shown below.

transposed vector by the resulting generating matrix of the
equivalent code. In fact, it is necessary to consider
operations only for the check matrix, as shown in Figure 3.
For this, the decoder needs only n operation cycles, which
is incommensurably less than with algebraic decoding of
such codes. Comparing the decoding process of the RS
code with the classical method of using ABM and the
classical method of PD, one can see the advantage of the
proposed method of using a cognitive card in the structure
of a non-binary code decoder. Indeed, to implement the
proposed method when decoding a RS code with
parameters (7,3,5), only 64 arithmetic operations will be
required. For the implementation of the ABM method, 109
operations are required, which is 1.7 times worse, and when
implementing a classical PD, 336 arithmetic operations are
required, which is 5.25 times worse than the proposed
method.

V. D. EVALUATION OF SPEED RATIOS IN THE CONTROL
SYSTEM

To assess the possibilities of implementing certain
algorithms, it is necessary to take into account the rate at
which combinations of the RS code enter the receiver
input and the processing time of such a combination by
the processor. In this case, of fundamental importance is
the type of processor, its capabilities for parallel data
processing in a system of several cores. For further
research, RS codes were chosen in a nibble data exchange
system (a binary Galois field of the fourth expansion
degree) and in a binary field system of the eighth
expansion degree. FPGAs of the Altera type (Virtex-5)
and the Elbrus-8CB processor were chosen as processors.
The evaluation results are shown in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively.
Table 1. Altera FPGA features (Virtex-5) in the PD
system
RS code
Chann
el
speed
(Gbit /
s)

Workin
g clock

(15, 13,
3),

frequen
cy
(MHz)

arrival
time of
one
combinat
ion

RS code
The
processin
g time of
one
combinat
ion
(ns)

(255,
253, 3),
arrival
time of
one
combinat
ion

Time of
processi
ng
(ns)
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1

10

550

550

6  10 8

6  10 9

10

100

550

6  10

400

550

1,5  10 10

30

 2  10 6

(has
time)

can not
get in
time

can not
get in
time

can not
get in
time

 2  10

7

255

processing in multi-core processors in conjunction with a
control system of a similar process.

(has
time)

VI. CONCLUSION

255
can not
get in
time

 2  10 8

255
can not
get in
time

 5  10 9
can not
get in
time

Table 2. Opportunities Elbrus-8 CB in the system
permutation decoding
RS code
Chan
nel
speed
(Gbit
/ s)

1

Performa
nce
(GFlops /
s)

576

(15, 13,
3),
arrival
time of
one
combinat
ion

6  10 8

(ns)

30

(255,
253, 3),
arrival
time of
one
combinat
ion

 2  10 6

10

576

6  10 9

30

 2  10 7

576

6  10 10

30

 2  10 8

576

1,5  10 10

30
(has
time)

255

255

255
can not
get in
time

(has
time)
400

(ns)

on the
limit

(has
time)
100

Time of
process
ing

(has
time)

(has
time)

 5  10 9

Using the methods of PD codes RS can serve as an
alternative to traditional methods of decoding such codes
based on solving a system of linear equations. The
exchange of the process of reducing the complexity of
decoding code vectors for expanding the memory volume
of a cognitive decoder card is practically proposed.
Additional research is needed in the field of organizing
the memory of a cognitive decoder card on the principles
of searching for the required information using the
principle of its lexicographic placement in the decoder's
memory. Experimental tests are required using simulation
models of time delays when searching for reference
matrices for long codes.
In general, the proposed PD method is a significant
alternative to the classical methods for processing
combinations of non-binary codes.
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